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of view. They said that decent self-respecting and prudent
people kept out of politics, and tried not to meet the Presidents,
or the Generals. Otherwise they were sure to be persecuted
by the next government for having been friends with the govern-
ment that was overthrown.
General Obregon was acknowledged to be honest; but
" thieves," they said, had helped him to become President
and for that reason he dared not get rid of them. If he did,
they would plot against him. His only way was to use them
or kill them! (Was this apparent civilization perhaps only
skin deep ?)
Everyone seemed to live in great uncertainty.
" When your government changes/' they said to me, " it is
the result of a general election. When ours changes it is usually
the result of a revolution! " Revolution was possible, I
gathered, if the Indians were with it, and they always sided
with the richest general.
" How   many revolutions do you remember ? "   I asked.
They shrugged their shoulders.
" And what do you do when there is a revolution ? "
They laughed and someone said,
" We just stay indoors as if it were raining."
The friend whom I met by chance and who proved to be all-
important, was Malbran, the Argentine minister and an intimate
friend of Obregon, who was reported to have three great friends;
they were known as A, B and C, and were the ministers of
Argentine, Brazil and Chile. He promised to take me to the
President, and proved as good as his word. We drove one
evening to what seemed a perfectly deserted country house*
The front door of Chapultepec was wide open, no one was about.
Mr. Malbran, after ringing and knocking and calling in vain,
summoned a guard out of the dark garden and requested that
our arrival should be announced. After waiting about ten
minutes voices were heard, and the one-armed general appeared
whose face the newspapers had made familiar. He invited us
< to go upstairs. In a formal, unlived-in room, where the chairs
stood in a solemn row covered with overalls, we sat for over an
hour, and Malbran had to be interpreter.

